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Important: This is not a novel. It is a Pathfinder compatible adventure for character levels 1-3.The
history of Rils is a matter of considerable debate among the great scholars of necromancy.
There is even some doubt among the learned as to whether Rils ever existed. Some scholars
claim that stories about different necromancers were combined over the centuries as a matter of
convenience or ignorance and this gave rise to the idea of Rils. These learned folk point to the
fact that many of the deeds attributed to Rils are actually credited on the basis of a similarity in
names (such as “Ril”, “Rils-Oshen” and so on). Other scholars contend that while not all the
deeds attributed to Rils were actually his (or her) deeds, the evidence conclusive shows that Rils
was (and perhaps still is) quite real.While the myths and historical accounts vary, a common
point of agreement is that unlike most of the others of his ilk, Rils was not particularly interested
in spreading undeath across the world or waging terrible wars with the living. Instead, Rils was
apparently devoted to the study of necromancy and the undead as a matter of intellectual
curiosity. This is not to say that Rils was altruistic nor is it to say that he was free of ulterior
motives.It is claimed by many scholars that because of his devotion to knowledge, Rils created
numerous repositories in which he placed scrolls and books containing much of what he had
learned. These accounts also claim that Rils did not wish his knowledge to fall into unworthy
hands or to be acquired too easily. As such, these repositories are supposed to be guarded and
trapped. They are also said to be located in isolated places to prevent the innocent and ignorant
from blundering into them (and dying horribly).Rils’ actual fate (assuming he existed at all) is not
recorded in history. Some scholars believe that he was destroyed by adventurers who mistook
him for an evil lich. Others contend he was destroyed by adventurers because he was an evil
lich. Some even say that he still exists and dwells within a vast underground library containing
untold secrets of necromancy. Whatever the truth, from time to time the location of one of Rils’
alleged repositories is discovered and adventurers brave the dangers within.
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2IntroductionThe following is a starting dungeon adventure for a party of 1st-3rd level
characters. It can be easily set in any campaign world.HistoryThe history of Rils is a matter of
considerable debate among the great scholars of necromancy. There is even some doubt
among the learned as to whether Rils ever existed. Some scholars claim that stories about
different necromancers were combined over the centuries as a matter of convenience or
ignorance and this gave rise to the idea of Rils. These learned folk point to the fact that many of
the deeds attributed to Rils are actually credited on the basis of a similarity in names (such as
“Ril”, “Rils-Oshen” and so on). Other scholars contend that while not all the deeds attributed to
Rils were actually his (or her) deeds, the evidence conclusive shows that Rils was (and perhaps
still is) quite real.While the myths and historical accounts vary, a common point of agreement is
that unlike most of the others of his ilk, Rils was not particularly interested in spreading undeath
across the world or waging terrible wars with the living. Instead, Rils was apparently devoted to
the study of necromancy and the undead as a matter of intellectual curiosity. This is not to say
that Rils was altruistic nor is it to say that he was free of ulterior motives.It is claimed by many



scholars that because of his devotion to knowledge, Rils created numerous repositories in which
he placed scrolls and books containing much of what he had learned. These accounts also
claim that Rils did not wish his knowledge to fall into unworthy hands or to be acquired too easily.
As such, these repositories are supposed to be guarded and trapped. They are also said to be
located in isolated places to prevent the innocent and ignorant from blundering into them (and
dying horribly).Rils’ actual fate (assuming he existed at all) is not recorded in history. Some
scholars believe that he was destroyed by adventurers who mistook him for an evil lich. Others
contend he was destroyed by adventurers because he was an evil lich. Some even say that he
still exists and dwells within a vast underground library containing untold secrets of necromancy.
Whatever the truth, from time to time the location of one of Rils’ alleged repositories is
discovered and adventurers brave the dangers within.
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2IntroductionThe following is a starting dungeon adventure for a party of 1st-3rd level
characters. It can be easily set in any campaign world.HistoryThe history of Rils is a matter of
considerable debate among the great scholars of necromancy. There is even some doubt
among the learned as to whether Rils ever existed. Some scholars claim that stories about
different necromancers were combined over the centuries as a matter of convenience or
ignorance and this gave rise to the idea of Rils. These learned folk point to the fact that many of
the deeds attributed to Rils are actually credited on the basis of a similarity in names (such as
“Ril”, “Rils-Oshen” and so on). Other scholars contend that while not all the deeds attributed to
Rils were actually his (or her) deeds, the evidence conclusive shows that Rils was (and perhaps
still is) quite real.While the myths and historical accounts vary, a common point of agreement is
that unlike most of the others of his ilk, Rils was not particularly interested in spreading undeath
across the world or waging terrible wars with the living. Instead, Rils was apparently devoted to
the study of necromancy and the undead as a matter of intellectual curiosity. This is not to say
that Rils was altruistic nor is it to say that he was free of ulterior motives.It is claimed by many
scholars that because of his devotion to knowledge, Rils created numerous repositories in which
he placed scrolls and books containing much of what he had learned. These accounts also
claim that Rils did not wish his knowledge to fall into unworthy hands or to be acquired too easily.



As such, these repositories are supposed to be guarded and trapped. They are also said to be
located in isolated places to prevent the innocent and ignorant from blundering into them (and
dying horribly).Rils’ actual fate (assuming he existed at all) is not recorded in history. Some
scholars believe that he was destroyed by adventurers who mistook him for an evil lich. Others
contend he was destroyed by adventurers because he was an evil lich. Some even say that he
still exists and dwells within a vast underground library containing untold secrets of necromancy.
Whatever the truth, from time to time the location of one of Rils’ alleged repositories is
discovered and adventurers brave the dangers within.Getting the PCs InvolvedOne of the PCs,
preferably a caster, inherited or acquired an old map. The map shows the location of the tomb,
which is marked “tomb of Rils.” The PC who owns the map will have heard the tale that Rils was
an eccentric necromancer who supposedly created a tomb each time he underwent a symbolic
death of some sort. According to the tales, each tomb contains traps and guardians protecting
various treasures that would set others onto the same path he followed. Naturally, the PCs will
set out in search of the loot.Alternatively, the PCs could acquire the map to the tomb in a
previous adventure.MapThe adventure takes place in the tomb Rils designed to protect a small
cache of magic items and some of his minor research. Unless otherwise noted, the walls are
worked stone, the doors are wooden (Hardness 5 hp 20 Break DC 25) and locked (DC 20) and
the ceilings are ten feet high. The interior is, unless otherwise noted, unlit. 1. Entrance Chamber:
The entrance to the tomb is strewn with rubble and it appears the walls have buckled in, thus
allowing earth to fall in through the gaps in the stone. Despite the appearance, the area is stable
and will not collapse—the tomb entrance was intentionally made to look this way so as to deter
intruders. Further down the corridor, well concealed under dirt and small bits of broken
stone.Hidden Pit Trap CR 1Type mechanical; Perception DC 24; Disable Device DC
20EFFECTSTrigger location; Reset manualEffect 10-ft.-deep pit (1d6 falling damage); DC 20
Reflex avoids; multiple targets (all targets ina 5-ft.-square area) 2. Rock Trap: The rock trap
consists of a heavy stone door that triggers two rolling rocks. The door has a set of metal grips
that easily allow it to be pushed into a slot in the wall (DC 5 strength check). However, it is also
designed so that it can only be pushed fairly slowly. The action of pushing the door in releases
the rocks in the chutes running down into the corridor. The rock chutes are concealed behind a
thin layer of stone. Naturally, they will strike where people would be standing if they were pushing
open the door. There are two rock traps-each must be found and disabled separately. Smashing
through the stone door  (8 hardness 60 hp      DC 28 Strength Check) bypasses the traps. 
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Thomas M Robusto, “Loved it. Thank you once again for a delightful trip through the looking
glass. It seems as though I must write to meet my quota of words when the title of this review
says it all.Tom”

The book by Michael LaBossiere has a rating of  5 out of 3.9. 2 people have provided feedback.
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